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pSA Budget
Tallied for
Fall, I94l_
Government Tax On
jaysee Cards Probable
The Pacific Student Association
budget for the fall of 1941 has
been tallied by the Executive
committee at $11,631.62. Student
body ticket sales totaled 1050
cards to both Junior College and
Senior College students for this
time.
POSSIBILITY
Student officials have been pre
sented with the possibility that
the government might ask for a
tax of $1-50 fcr each Junior Col
lege student card sold next semes
ter.
This tax is indefinite at present,
but, if it is imposed, President
Bob Monagan will be notified in
time to inflict the tax on next se
mester's ticket.
The fall budget for 1941 stands
as follows:
Athletic Budget
$4000.00
Weekly
1000.00
Naranjado
1350.00
Bulletin
50.00
Little Theatre
84.00
A. W. S
180.00
Band
213.00
A Cappella Choir
127.00
Debate
600.00
Deputations
150.00
Classes
530.00
S.C.A
120.00
Rally and Social
770.00
Handbook
250.00
Rest Rooms
500.00
General Fund
646.62
Reserve Fund
811.00
Student Union
250.00
Total

Promises Laughter

Mardi Gras Proceedings
Go Forward Despite War
Annual Affair
Is in March
Present war efforts have not
forced cancelation of the Mardi
Gras, contrary to student surmis
ing. Co-chairmen Betty Behney
and Clint Ward, appointed by Bob
Monagan with the approval of the
Executive Committee, are striv
ing for a different and outstand
ing Mardi Gras.
WORK HELD UP

Work on this annual affair has
been stymied by various unexpect
ed activities, but will begin in
earnest when Ward returns from
civilian pilot training in Nevada.
This, the seventh annual carni
val of fun and frolic, will be held
in March. In all probability the
Stockton Civic Auditorium will
again be rented for the occasion.
FIRST MARDI GRAS

The first madcap Gras was
held in 1936. Epsilon's Mary Bay
won the opening royal Battle of
Beauties. In 1937 Epsilon again
housed a queen—Edith Ijams. But
in 1938 Alpha Theta Tau won this
honor with the crowning of Queen
Verna Dunstan. The now defunct
Mu Zeta Rho took the limelight
in 1939 with Junan Bronzich.
Charmain Cash ol the Dorm

Carnival Pla ns
Are Unknown
cal event. This year for the first
time two persons are officially in
charge of the function.
QUEEN'S ELECTION
In the past candidates for queen
have been nominated by the liv
ing groups and final selection has
been made by PSA vote. Not un
til the night of the Mardi Gras
did the candidates know which
one of them had been selected for
the royal chair; the other candi
dates automatically became atten
dants.
Prizes were given for the most
original costume, the best match
ed couple, the most colorful cos
tume, and the most comical cos
tume. Students without costumes
BOB MONAGAN
of their own could rent them for
a nominal sum. For this purpose
was crowned queen in 1940. In there was a Costume Committee.
1941 Epsilon returned to favor Costumes were obtained in San
with the election of Donna Fer Francisco and displayed in the
S. C. A. rooms.
guson.
Ed Simonsen, PSA president of PLANS UNKNOWN
What plan will be followed this
1936, originated this now historiyear—what deviations from past
performances and what method
of choosing the queen—have not
been made public.

Commentator
Is Fourth
Lecturer

The Pacific Lecture Series,
headed by Dean Fred L. Farley,
presents its fourth program in
the current series next Friday in
the Pacific Little Theatre. Guest
speaker of the evening will be
William Winter, famed news com
mentator and analyst.

$11,631.62

ALLOWANCE
The above amount spent for
the Student Union was appropri
ated for the preliminary work
necessary for research into plans
and student expectations.

Recorder Crowd
CLINT WARD
Thomas Mann, world famed
lecturer and author, spoke before
the largest audience ever to at
tend a Pacific Lecture Series pre
sentation. Mr. Mann, author of
the
"Majic
Mountain,"
the
"Joseph in Egypt" series, and
many other novels and short
stories, was the second speaker
in the current lecture series. He
Spring semester registration
spoke on conditions and the
Students of the College of Pa chance for Democracy after the books for present Junior College
BETTY BEHNEY

WHO is crazy? The players
or the audience?
A slight air of mysticism will
nang over the Studio Theater tom?ht and again tomorrow night
'Ahen King Henry the Fourth will
Presented.
Imagine finding King Henry
j F°urth in the Twentieth Cenury. it seems that a middleed mari was riding his horse
Q"
ne ^ay,
and it mysteriously
;n;:mblod throwing the rider to
e ground. Upon regaining cons
^'ousness, the man is found to
utterly insane, believing that
, ls Henry the Fourth. To
Kine," the family
costl?1
hian
themselves and for
pL I *?onths are under the corn
ea
domination of an insane
ad?^U!rader- Even the house is
the m t0
'he "King." Later
sanity3" ^ released from his in
dent/* ^,nd many exciting inciw* 14 is at this point
that v
sane ,°uU may ask' "Who is in~
ers?'',
audience or the playTh
tion nf /,ay ts under the direc^eaded / -nyder. The cast; is
Carnpod^' Jim Kcilty, Wally
Also in +>, °* and Lucille Rowe.
e cast are: Jack Holmes,
I'atsv
urt's>*
Ken p
Pi
Felton
* tvll
1
Fletcher,
1CILI1CI y
, pr.
"•
~
Don
Wilson and
an!{ ploue,
ierson.

Registration
Books Are
Available

COP Students
May Begin
Registration •

cific may register early for the
spring semester. Registration
books may be procured from the
Registrar's
Office,
beginning
Monday.
Formal registration will occur
Tuesday, February 3, for those
students who have not taken ad
vantage of early registration pri
vileges.
,
Registration books taken out
between Monday and February 3
will be due February 4. A penal
ty fee of $1.00 will be charged
for each day of delinquency.

Rogers' Musical
Postponed
Due to important script and
production changes, "Sing a New
Song" will not open this month
as scheduled. However, Hal Rog
ers' musical will be presented
sometime in Marcli.

analyze the latest world happen
ings and explain the various prob
lems facing the United States and
the rest of the world.
William Winter is one of the
few men of his profession who
has not spent many years in for
eign countries studying the vari
ous governments and their poli
cies, and therefore base state
ments on what they have observ
ed to be evident in other situa
tions.
LIFE STUDY

He, on the other hand, bases
all of his observations on what
he has gathered during his life
long study of governmental af
fairs and from what he has learn
ed from his frequent talks with
prominent political leaders, both
American and foreign. It is in
this way that he has gained the
reputation of one of the leading
news commentators of the day.

All Campus Living
Groups Participate
Under the direction of Pop Gor
don, the fourteenth annual Band
Frolic is to be given with all liv
ing groups, sororities, fraternities
and clubs on the campus partici
pating.
TWO DAYS

Two days are set aside for the
frolic, next Thursday and Friday.
On the first night, the judges
choose five out of the eight acts
to be performed on the second
night, which is given mainly for
the townspeople.
The judges on Thursday night
are Dean Corson, Dr. Malcolm
Eiselen and Phil Beaton of the
Stockton Record. On Friday, Dean
Watson, Dr. Irving Goleman and
Bert Swenson are to decide who
the winner will be. First prize is
$10.00; second, $7.00; third, $5.00;
fourth, $3.00; and $2.00 for the
booby. Everyone competing the
last night earns a prize.
FIRST TIME

For the first time, the band
will play music of all contempo
rary composers. It will include
"American Symphonetta," by
Gould; "Deserted Ballroom," a
novelty by Gould; and "Cimmaron," by Harris. This is a modern
style composition attempting to
picture frontier life of the 1800's.
A surprise number is to be given
and the program will end with
"Rumanian Rhapsody."
At press time, only four titles
of stunts had been turned in. Phi
Mu's is entitled "Beethoven in the

Radio Outfit
Enjoys
New Quarters

Mr. Winter, who for many
years was a prominent eastern
lawyer, will speak on the news
of the hour. At that time he will

Presented

FROLIC
IS NEXT
WEEK

(Continued on page 3, Column 2J-

LAWYER

King Henry Is

No. 15

students are to be filed in the
Registrar's office, January 22, 23
and 24.
Those who will avail them
selves of this earlier opportunity
will be rewarded with four day
week-end, as their presence will
not be required at school on Feb
ruary 2 and 3.
Beginning last Monday, and
continuing for the next two
weeks, books will be attainable in
the Registrar's Office.

See Page Six
for Services

"To the west end of the porch.
Yes, that door on the left" direct
members of Women Hall Annex
this week as bewildered radio
students seek the new Campus
Studio.
TRANSFORMATION

Over Christmas vacation the
one-time dining rom of Mu Zeta
Rho has been transferred into a
main studio with draperies on the
wall and Venetian blinds at the
window. Here not only classes in
radio workshop meet, but Direc
tor John Crabbe urges visitors to
drop in to listen to the radio or
watch a broadcast. Big-time stu
dios hand out guest tickets, but
the Campus Studio, now situated
in sorority circle, is open to all.
Later the present radio office
will become a smaller studio. That
which was one time a kitchen is
now a control room. Through
these instruments the first pro
gram in the new studio, "Beside
the Bookshelf," was broadcast
Monday.
Tuesday night Archania and
Women's Hall clashed on the Picka-Ticket program, the women be,ing victorious. Next week Alpha
Theta Tau and the Men's Co-op
will appear.
SCHEDULE

The schedule of programs aired
To aid in complete coverage from the Campus Studio will be
of the country's armed forces Monday, 4:15 to 4:30—"Beside the
and their inroads into student Bookshelf"; Tuesday, 4:30 to 4.45,
enrollment, page 6 of this issue "The World Today"; 7:00 to 7:30,
has been devoted solely to news "Pick-a-Ticket"; Wednesday, 3:00
of this type.
to 3:15, Pacific Musicale; 9:35 t®
The complete cooperation of 10:05, Radio Stage; Thursday,
campus offices, local recruiting 4:30 to 5:00, Pacific Symposium.
stations and the War and
Navy Departments has assured Pacific PreVues—To Be announc
ed.
the best information.

a
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PEN

Dream-Work
In the winter of 1941 there came a war to the calm
and sleepy face of the college. The war attached itself
to the life blood of the college—a leach, taking aw _y
the accoutrements of life, suckling out the life bioo .
. . . The war began to take away the students from
the college.
Without the students the college became thin, os
its virility. By Spring some of the dormitories were
closed and intercollegiate athletics had ceased; the boys
were outnumbered three to one by the girls, an
e
individual intelligence average of the students had
dropped one quarter.
By Fall there were those who could look a little
wray and see the ending of it all.
In nine months the college had slipped from a great
and prosperous castle of learning toward the ultimate
pile of sloven rocks.
And the terrible thing about it all was that there
was nothing to be done.
Within the college it was the fault of nobody.
The war. Whose fault was that?
The enlistments. Whose fault was that?
The needed nurses. Whose fault was that?
The marriages. Whose fault was that?
But by the Winter of 1942 the doors through which
a thousand students had walked one year ago were
slamming idly in the gusty wind. . . .
Last week a story like this one began to filter from
small college to small college across the nation; the
sudden realization of its shocking, jolting validity be
gan faintly to appear in the eyes of presidents and full
professors and associated professors.
It was the mixture of two powerful ingredients:
Hopelessness and Fear.
J*

Shadow

By DON SEGERSTROM

Collegiana

The longest intra-term vacation ended this week;
with it goes the first uncertainty of a country newly at
By JEAN FULLER
war. This and the customary diversions offered by
Now heard at San Diego State
Christmas celebrations, New Year resolutions and holi
day festivities have given way to routine college College ... "May I have the next
blackout?"
attendance and study.
When asked what they thought
But normalcy will reign for only a short time.
about Blackouts—several of the
Final examinations are again on the threshhold.
students at the above mentioned
institution were vague and very
non-committal (in other words
they wouldn't tell). But one
young man (the Aztec, S. D. S.'s
paper, states that he is a fugitive
Coincident with every national emergency or inter
from a squirrel cage) was not in
national catastrophe is the speedy need of medical aids, the least bashful when the ques
food supplies and clothing. Most efficient in the task tion was put to him. In fact, he
of gathering and distributing these vitals is the Red went so far as to tell the truth
Cross, busy as never before in gargantuan task of car (IMAGINE)—and in doing so he
ing for a world at war.
no doubt presented the hopes,
A huge $50,000,000 waT fund, supported by Presi dreams and candid opinions of
dent Franklin Roosevelt and a unified system of civilian 99% of the Student Body, who
had evaded the issue. He said,
work make help available to every American.
and I quote, "Multitudinous Muggin."
It is quite apparent that San
Diego has not been as heavily
hit by the draft as Pacific has.
Said College to be known fromhere-on-in as College of Pacific
IRVINE SPRAGUE
BOB CONAWAY
Manager
. . . Seminary for Women.
Editor
1
Phone 8-8710
Phone 9-9121

Speedy Need

Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific BRRRRRRrrrrrr!
Student Association. Entered as second class matter October 24,
Have noted in several ex
1924, at the Postoffice, Stockton, California, under the Act of changes from our eastern sea
March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at special rate of postage
for in Section 103, October 3, 1917, authorized October 24, 1924 board that they are having a par
ticularly cold winter back there
this year. Students go about
swathed to their eyebrows in
everything they can get their
NEWS: Editor—Jeanne Dagg.
hands on . . . from woolen socks
Head Proof-reader—Mary Yamashita.
around the neck to mittens for
Copy Desk and Rewrite—Jeanne Dagg, Frances Bocek, Don
each toe (and that's the truth
Segerstrom.
Reporters—Marjorie Thatcher, Iola Whitlock, Rose Ann Chat- about two mittens — BELIEVE
ton, Willa McDonald, Jack Friend, Marjorie Boardman, Jean ME).
Crawford, Marilyn Chapman, Wilma-lu Cawley, LeRoy ChrisOut here in sunny California
man, Maryetta Curtin, Betty Jean Hellbaum, Priscilla Keefer, there is an abundance of warm
Eleanor Louthian, Charles Orr, Alice Hall.
breezes and mellow sunshine
FEATURE: Editor—Jean Fuller.
(with an occasional rather heavy
Drama Critic—Don Segerstrom.
dew thrown
in
for good
Music Critic—Bill Ramsey.
measure). Now why don't people
SOCIETY: Editor—Betty Morrison.
Reporters—Margo Mclntyre, Rose Ann Chatton, Weldon West, stay where the weather is warm
George Kapel, Tom Bowe, Jackie Easby, Marilyn Chapman, . . . when they like warm
Priscilla Keefer, Daren McGavren, Betty Jean Hellbaum, weather, instead of going where
Leslie Knoles.
it is so cold all the time? (A
SPORTS: Editor—Jack Toomay.
wonderful prize goes to the lucky
Womens Sports—Jacqueline Judge.
person who can answer that
Reporters—Dick Barkle, LeRoy Chrisman, Daren McGavren.
question. It is a stickler—so
CARTOONS: George Akimoto. t
watch your M's and S's.
PHOTOGRAPHY: Don Jonte.
•
o

STAFF

1941

Member

1942

AIR STATION

Yes, sir, an air inter station.
There was a notice in the BakersAssociated GoUe6»ate Press
field J. C. paper to the effect
that 100 girls were needed in
SUBSCRIPTIONS $1.50 A YEAR
an air filter station . » . appli
cants must be at least 18 years
Printed weekly by the Stockton Shopping News, 321 North Cali old. What . . . please ... is an
fornia Street; phone 5-5655. Campus offices in room 311 of the
(Continued on page S, column 3)
Administration Building; phone, 9-9121.

PACIFIC
MUSIC
NOTES

Christmas
vacation is a (jvitjVl
eVy
_
ishly fine institution. It is an j'
stitution
that cannot be deni^
—
the student who has slaved S(
tirelessly over his books.
It means something to go hoiue
for Christmas and to be home t
greet the New Year. It meant
something this year, though «
might have been a bit grimmer, a
bit more subdued.
It meant going home and eating Mom's cooking and feeljn,
fine and full after every meal. ij
meant getting up late in the
morning and coming home early
in the morning and a furtive
search for Santa Claus and meet,
ing with relatives that you hadn't
seen for a year and wondering
how people could afford to giVe
so much and forgetting to send
Christmas cards and the war and
the impossible fall of Manila.
It meant facing a New Yeai
such as we collegians have never
before been asked to face, it
meant sober return to a school
subtly grimmer with the realiza.
tion that the world and the Axis
could not be compatible within
the minds of free men. It meant
coming face to face with a con
flict that had heretofore been
shunted into the background as
"too bad." It meant sacrifice and
more sacrifice and perhaps the
blood of a friend. It meant a year
to live and not let live.

Foreign to this corner should be
a farewell, but it is here, blatant
and in black and white.
For some ten or twelve weeks
we have blithered here, seriously
and pseudo-humorously, trying to
By BILL RAMSEY
cram down the throats of our fel
Many ways were found to low students a few observations
spend New Year's day. Our concerned with the life we have
heartiest congratulations are ex lived together. We have felt the
tended to David Jones who an honor of our estate and have
swered a "ten-dollar-question" for more than appreciated the fact
that time after time we have
the minister with Nedra Stinson,
strained the patience of the faith
a former Conservatory student ful reader to the breaking point.
who also confirmed the mutual For this we are regretful.
agreement with "two little
We have bombarded, snubbed,
words." He joins the other group lied, made miserable and talked.
of names which can be Mr. or
It was mostly talk. The kind ol
Mrs. Enderlin, Honnold, Stewart, talk that comes flowing out when
one sits at a typewriter and^thinks
and Gray.
at length about himself ahd his
Pacific Music ale presented fellows and his instructors and
clarinetist Bob Noble as soloist his school. Some of it was faith
on the Wednesday spot. This ful representation. Much of >'
was the first musical show to be was miserable attempt at the
presented in the new spacious faithful.
But, whichever of these you
Campus Studio. Euvelle Ender
lin and George Hyde are collab term the words that have appeal
ed here, you may be sure that all
orating in producing and present
of them were heartfelt ones,
ing these fine shows. Jim Kielty wrenched from a mind too com
announces this show and pre pletely selfish to rightfully and
pares the script which is built honestly encompass and evaluate
around the program material.
those things which we call college
days. It is something to look back
The A Cappella Choir shared upon these days and their dazzits joys with former members ling wealth of experience. The",
just before the Christmas vaca and only then, can we rectify
tion, with over one hundred and those petty influences that ha
fifty former members who re made us look upon college in an)
turned to relieve old times. For thing less than its broadest asp# mer Dean Charles Dennis was We may have failed, we hope
And so it is farewell.
on hand to lead the massed choir
But, even more than that, *
in a portion of the program. The
present choir sang "The Christ intend to come back. So, that a •
mas Choralogue" and joined the not make the farewell compl#'
mass choir. Professor J. Russell does it? Yes, we intend to come
back. Graying at the temples p
Bodley shared honors with Mr. haps, but hoping to give one
Dennis in conducting the mass Bob Conaway's successors a m<k
choir. As usual, the chair faces more temperamental column'
a program of interest and the and a much more beautiful a
spring tour is always a coveted heart-rending elegy to "Bull Pe
experience.
than this has been.
.,
So, in goes the towel for 1
The College Chapel opened the corner and away goes another
(Continued on page 5, Columns) tie man to raise a clenched i'under the nose of the Mis3
Hitler, et al.
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C. O. F. Offers Distinctive
Summer Session
-

:
—

Faculty Chosen;
Courses Given

Resident

Sp© c ' a '

Night School Classes in
Radio Code Will Begin
£

Commercial Licenses Issued People
With 20 Words a Minute Sending Ability

«

NEW BOOK
RECEIVED
BY LIBRARY

For the past sixteen years the College of Pacific
offered distinctive summer programs with a gratifyc response. Enrollment has increased steadily from
'ear to year.
Occupational Service
The administration is now planning for the seven
teenth session with a view to*
to Aid Students
iLting the interests and need of
summer students. A short seson of five weeks has met with
Robert W. Fenix, occupational
hearty approval. Each class period
counselor for the Stockton Junior
" lengthened so as to rileet the
College, has just released the in
time requirements.
formation that the library has
SPECIAL COURSES
received a new book on occupa
The summer session is particu
tions. The book is called "Occu
larly intended for the following
The United States Navy has al pational Outlines on America's
groups'
tered its educational enlistment Major Occupations" and is put
1 Students who wish to meet requirements, permitting all so out by Science Research Associ
special requirements for gradua phomore, junior and senior men ates of Chicago, a nationally
tion or for the general elemen who may be subject to call in the known firm.
tary teaching credential
2. Persons who are doing ad Selective Service to finish the pre AID TO STUDENTS
sent year of school before going
vanced study for the purpose of into service.
Said Mr. Fenix, "This service
securing the general secondary
has been introduced in the library
CADETS
teaching credential, the secondary
The Twelfth Naval District for the convenience of those stud
administrative credentials, the Commander has released infor ents who do not yet know their
elementary administrative creden mation concerning two types of life work or who want to check up
tials or some special supervisory enlistment. These types are on their decision. The service is
credential.
known respectfully as V-5 and located on the Occupational shelf
3. School administrators, teach V-7. The former concerns enlist ir. the library."
ers in the elementary schools, the ments in the Naval aviation flight
The service offers full descrip
high schools, and the junior col
training; the latter as candidates tions of 100 jobs. These jobs in
leges; supervisors of special sub for appointment as midshipmen clude the ones at which seventyjects, and workers in all branches in the naval reserve.
five per cent of the people in the
United States work. Also included
of education.
Regarding
class
V-5
the
follow
4. Mature persons engaged in
ing has been issued: "College ju is a brief history under the clas
various walks of life who wish to niors and seniors, after enlist sification of each job, the trends
spend a part of their summer in
in the work, duties, qualifications,
self-improvement, who wish to ment in class V-5 (Naval aviation preparation, the way of entering
flight
training)
may
be
deferred
study some of the current nation
the job, conditions of work and
from call to active duty until
al and international problems, or completion of their current col advantages and disadvantages of
who may have some other defi lege year, if they so request So the work and suggested readings.
nite objective in mind.
phomores currently enrolled in OTHER MATERIAL
5. Men who will become sub
recognized colleges and junior col
Aside from the book there is a
ject to the national draft and
leges may also enlist under this summary chart and several spe
want to complete their four-year
cial bulletins entitled "Occupa
college course before their time class."
tional Reprints" containing the
MIDSHIPMEN
of induction.
Regarding class V-7 there is the latest special news that has de
FACULTY ANNOUNCED
Members of the visiting faculty following: College juniors and se veloped in any field of work.
The "Vocational Guide" giving
niors regularly enrolled may be
were announced last week.
The resident faculty will be Al enlisted prior to graduation pro selected readings, new books, and
lan Bacon, M. Mus.; Edward S. vided they submit a certificate articles in current magazines is
Betz, A. M.; J. Russell Bodley, A. from the registrar of the school also found in the same service.
B. M. Mus.; Frances E. Bower- attended that upon graduation
man, Mus., B.; Robert L. Breed- they will have the educational
en, A. M.; Horace I. Brown, A. B.; qualifications required herein. Collegiana
They will be contained on inac
George H. Colliver, S. T. B.
(Continued from page 2)
Charles E. Corbin, A. M.; James tive duty until they have com
H. Corson, M. S.; John C. Crabbe, pleted the work required for their air filter station and why haven't
A- M.; Malcolm R. Eiselen, Ph. D. college degree."
we got one?
The Navy has also announced
o
John G. Elliott, Mus. B.; Arthur
R- Farey, A. M.; Fred L. Farley, that the naval cadet traveling avi ROOTING—ONE UNIT?
ation board will be at Modesto
Somebody at Fresno State has
D.; Ralph B. Francis, A. B.
Robert B. Gordon, Wilhelmina Junior College January 22 and 23 finally solved the problem of
R- Harbert, Mus. B., A. B.; J. to examine applicants in this what to do with a rooting sec
Marc Jantzen, Ph. D.; Roy C. Mc- area.
tion that refuses to come out and
Call, Ph. D.
root. She says (and of course it
Clair C. Olson, Ph. D.; Charles
was a she), "have a physical
G. Patten, Ph. D.; Glenn R. Pease, Living Groups
education class in rooting." Class
R"- D.; Martha F. Pierce, A. M.;
members would be required to
H. Ritter, A. B.; Ernest E. to Present
attend all games decked out in
wanford, Ph. D.; G. A. Werner,
the approved rooting regalia of
Various Stunts
pom-pom, rooter's cap, mega
DEPARTMENTS
(Continued from'Page 1)
phone, and a pair of lusty lungs.
Courses will be offered in fourFor cheering their Deah Olde
een major departments. Informa- Groove"; Tau Kappa, "Belles to
'on concerning these may be se- Babes"; Co-op's, "Cavalcade of Alma Mammy on to victory they
Confusion"; and Archania's "I would receive . . . one unit. It's
in
'£rom Dr- Jantzen, room JQ3
Beg
Your Pardon Sir—But."
an idea . . . that is if there are
me Administration Building.
The price is thirty cents. Pro any rugged individuals around
Over 17,000,000 storage bat- ceeds will aid the band in its ex next fall to play football?
o
an'eS *°r autom°biles are made penses.
uually, according to the census. AWARDS LAST YEAR
POME!!—TO M. S.
Last year, Omega Phi took
If there's anything worse
*orkndUStry emP'°ys over 15.000 first honors, while Epsilon and
ers
an
rt,,„
,
d
batteries
are
pro
Than
a waffle that's cold
duced
Phi Mu Alph tied for second
m 221 plants.
Or mashed potatoees
place. Rhizomia was third and
Three days old,
Tau Kappa, fourth.
It's suddenly meeting
The skits are based on origin
A fat old hen
ality and cleverness of ideas, suit
That you loved in High School
ability of material and smooth
In nineteen-ten.
ness of presentation.
(If you happened to graduate
in 1939 the same thing goes . . .
Seniors Eligible
we just couldn't think of any
thing to rhyme with nine. The
UNITED
for Marines
moral to the story is, don't wait
STATES
Seniors graduating in the so long and it won't be sucha
SAVINGS
spring of this year are eligible shock.)

Navy Alters
Enlistment
Requirements

BUY

BONDS
AND STAMPS

for officers' training in the
Marine Corps reserve, according
to official sources.
Those accepted will be retained
on an inactive status until their
graduation. Following training,
they will be commissioned second
lieutenants.

Registration for the second*dents must have a working speed
series of night school classes in from 15 to 30 words-a-minute.
Commercial licenses are still
code and basic radio may be made
any time at room 226 Weber being issued by the government.
Hall, Prof. Herbert E. Welch, They require 20 words a minute
instructor, announced yesterday. in sending ability.
Classes will begin Tuesday and OPPORTUNITIES
will meet every Tuesday and
There is a great demand for
Wednesday evenings from 7 to 9
licensed operators with practical
for eight weeks.
experience in the Merchant
CLASS DOUBLES
Marines, the Army and the Navy
"Because they feel they will be at the present time.
A number of students and
needed to replace boys and men
called into active service, many teachers taking radio from Prof.
girls and women have enrolled in Welch were ready for their ama
my radio and code classes," Prof. teur licenses when the govern
Welch said yesterday. Accord ment issued the present order re
ing to this, the night school en stricting them. Dr. Clarence E.
rollment in this class was dou Larson recently completed his
bled since last month and there requirements and passed the fed
has been an increase in the day eral examination for an amateur
radio operator's license.
classes.
Since both basic radio and
radio code are technical, Prof.
Barrels, kegs, wooden boxes,
Welch advises those planning to and paperboard containers are
enroll to take a minimum of two being favored by OPM to replace
units in each subject. The first metal containers wherever pos
unit of basic radio covers neces sible. The advantage is given
sary basic radio and electrical in a priority rating of A-5 for
theory. Prof. Welch said, "Most nails, saws, and other tools of
stsudents enjoy the course when "ferrous material," except wire,
they begin building and operat for which a rating of A-8 applies.
ing sets in the second and third
units."

f you want a job—

WORD-A-MINUTE

It is almost impossible to de
velop any useful habits in receiv
ing code in one unit's time. The
average student reaches an eight
word-a-minute level lit one unit's
work. This is so slow that it is
of little commercial use. In their
second unit they reach the 12 to
15 word level and can understand
some of the code heard in movies
and over the air. Before they can
acquire and hold down jobs, stu-

Secretarial
Civil Service
Higher Accountancy
Free employment service.

Humphrey's
(Smice 1896)

School of Business

California at Weber
Stockton

Tissue Knit

SLOPPY SWEATERS
With hair ribbon to match! Either slipover or
coat styles in this popular campus favorite. Soft
zephyr wool in a classic plain stitch.

Popular

SPORT SKIRTS
STRUTTER CLOTH! A fabric that really keeps
its shape! See this new combination of pleats
and gores! Belted waist. New spring pastel
shades.

FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
Main & El Dorado.
Poplar & Yoaemite.

Ph.
Ph.

2-4S93
2-5143

Everything to be found in
First-class Pharmacy

a

gfl

STOCKTON, CAJLIF.
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Lynne and Ed
Were Wed
Last May
Last night Epsilon was iniormed of the marriage of Lynne
Warner and Ed Denny when the
traditional box of candy was
passed after dinner. The news
was revealed by the marriage
license lying within the lid of the
box. The couple was married
last May 18th in Minden, Ne
vada, the day after the May
breakfast dance of her sorority.
The table was decorated with
all white flowers, consisting of
gardenias, stock and delphinium.
At each place waS a small bag
of rice.
Lynne, who is well known here
as vice-president of her class, be
longed to the Theta Nu Iota Sor
ority in Alameda where she at
tended high school.
Ed, who is house-manager of
his fraternity, Rho Lambda Phi,
is a senior. He works in Mr.
Ritter's office, and also acted as
assistant coach to the football
team this year.
No plans have been made yet
as Ed is to leave for the army
within the next week; however,
an appeal may be passed so that
Ed can finish school.

SOCIETY
BETTY MORRISON, Editor

Holiday Season
Sees Cupid
Most Active

C.Y.C. Group WHEREVER
Conference
Eye
at Pacific
May
Roam
Dr. Knoles, Van Kirk
Are Guest Speakers

it appears to me that cw
outdid old St. Nick this yeat
The College of Pacific Student huh? Even our faculty Was ai'
Congratulations, jjj '
Christian Association will be the fected.
hosts to all protestant denomina Corry.
tional cabinet groups and other
I have heard reports, also, that
Christian Youth group leaders in Eddie Spaulding and Bob Ravei
Northern California during a con are both going steady, and have
ference on January 16 and 17.
both been accepted by the Mar.
At
Midst a setting of a green and^of Bonnie Lane, Stockton
SPEAKER VAN KIRK
_
,
i_ J
nVtn
1P»
O
COtllAT* H
chant Marine. Now, girist „
present
she
is
a
senior
at
the
yellow tea table, a cake decorated
Opening night speakers will be THAT holding your man?
College
of
Pacific
and
is
major
and inscribed with
Dr. Tully Knoles and Walter Van
with hearts
—
Don Segerstrom, of the famous
their names, Adele Scoble an ing in Home Economics,
Kirk, nationally known peace
Mr. Pemberton is the son of leader and N. B. C. daily commen column, will be much missed on
nounced her engagement to Rob
ert T. Beechinor last Sunday at the late Mr. and Mrs. O. K. Pem tator on "Religion in the News." this campus, but he must do his
the home of Miss Mary Sewall. berton of Linden and is the Mr. Van Kirk is working for the part along with the others.
What everyone of us noticed
The bride-elect is the daughter brother of Mr. James Pemberton Federal Council of Churches of was how the Cadets not only outof
San
Francisco
and
Mr.
Atkins
Christ
in
America.
The
keynote
of
of Mr. and Mrs. E. T. Scoble of
did us on the basketball court,
Berkeley, is a graduate of the Pemberton of Colusa. The couple address of the opening sessions but on the sidelines, too. What
J. C. and now is assistant regis both graduated from Linden high will be delivered by the Reverend
they couldn't do with a yell
trar to Mr. Louis L. Windmiller. school. Mr. Pemberton then joined George H. Colliver.
leader. (Think I'll apply.)
She previously worked on the the army and held the rank of A CHRSTIAN WORLD
Another character that we're
sergeant. He spent one year in
The theme of the conference
Naranjado and the WEEKLY. Washington and two years in
losing before the end of the year
will
be
"Build
Today
a
Christian
She is a member of t>e Berkeley
Alaska, during which time he was World." The purpose of the gath is the BIG man of the campus,
order of Rainbow for Girls,
a bulldozer operator in the en ering is to unite Protestant John Stoltz, but Uncle Sam didn't
Berkeley Aurelian Sorority and
gineering department. He became Christian Youth in conviction, in get him. No, Libby Carleson
the St. Margaret's group of St.
employed by the Richmond Ship purpose, in adoption of long- did.
John's Episcopal Church. In her
building Corporation after his range objective,""and in agreement We are told that Roxine Haiele
sophomore year Adele was a
honorable dismissal from the of a united project for Christian looked more like a picture than
member of Mu Alpha Kappa.
action. This convention is espe a real bride. And in her self,
army in September, 1940.
Her fiance is a graduate of
No definite date has been set cially timely in view of national designed gown, too.
the University of California at for the wedding as Mr. Pember events.
Rhizomia seems to be losing as
Davis and is now with the Kern ton intends to return to the army
During the course of the con many men to matrimony as to
ference, the reports of Estes, Si the draft. One casualty in Oahu
county Land Company in BakersMILDRED AND MERLE
erra, Asilomar, National Assem was a Rhizite, too. Remember
field. He. is a member of Alpha
Another score was made by bly, Methodist Student and other
Zeta and past president of the
Finn Evens?
"Criminal Identification" will Golden Hoof Club of that cam Cupid's dart last Monday eve important meets will be reported
About Xmas . . . everyone
ning
when
friends
learned
of
the
on. Five commission groups will wants to know what I got. What
be the topic of Ivan Hitt's talk; pus.
engagement of Mildred Jackson also meet under such leaders as
this speech, together with that
Guests at the tea included the
the Reverend H. McFadden, Law- do men always get but ties,
of fingerprinting and other Misses Norma Lever, Norma to Merle Brusso.
means of identification, will be Novotny, Virginia Morris, EffiMiss Jackson is the daughter ton Harris, Professor I. Goleman, socks, shirts, shaving lotion and
jewelry from the little woman.
given Monday at 8 p. m. in room
of Mr. and Mrs. A. Jackson of the Reverend G. H. Colliver and
That will satisfy my public, as
222W. Tri-Beta society is sponsor deane Beckman, Zetta Esplen, Palo Alto and at present a sopho others.
Nadine Esplen, Peggy McDow,
they are on display every day
ing this lecture.
more in the Stockton Junior Col RESERVATIONS FRIDAY
The program committee has ... on me.
All sociology and science stud Edna Clark, Martha Fogg, Mary lege, majoring in music.
The
Sharpe and Nancy Conroy.
Did any of you hear how nice
ents are invited to attend.
bride-to-be is a graduate of Palo planned a full program and invi
Bill
Hunefeld sounded on PicksLUCILLE AND GEORGE
tations
are
extended
to
all
those
Alto high school and a past mem
A surprise box of candy arriv ber of Rainbow. On campus she who care to attend. Reservations Ticket Tuesday night? And Don
ing at Tau Kappa last Sunday belongs to the A Cappella choir will start at 4:30 p. m., Friday Ameche gets all the breaks.
FRIEDBERGER'S
Ask any one of the C. A. A,
evening announced the engage and is a resident of Women's the 16th. The total cost of the
FeaturingTIGRESS COLOGNE
conference will be $1.85; this will flyers how they enjoy flying in
ment of Lucille Wilson to Mr. Hall.
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED
include meals, housing and regis the snow . . . they do now . . i
George Pemberton of Linden.
Mr. Brusso, also a sophomore
SN KMi Main Street
in Carson City ... just so they
The bride-to-be is the daughter in Stockton Junior College and tration.
JEWELERS
fly. . . .
of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Wilson a music major, is a graduate of COMMITTEE HEADS
College of Pacific students who
Vallejo high school and a past have charge of the programs are
member of Demolay. He is the as follows: Chairman, Tom Hosh
son of Mr. and Mrs. Carl Brusso iyama, president of the Northern
of Vallejo.
California C. Y. C.; Registration
Chairman, Steve Kornicker; Rec
reation, Allan Philps; Worship,
Many members of the Women s
Norman Clayton; Banquet, Mar Ambulance and Defense Corps
2026 PACIFIC AVENUE
garet Fitzgerald; Housing, Fran who are -preparing to become am
ces Watson; Entertainment, Ma bulance drivers have enrolled in
(IN BLACK'S)
rian Sill; General Arrangement, a radio code class, taught by Pro
Dr.
Gerald
Kennedy,
minister
Dick
Peterson and Ed Hanney; fessor Herbert E. Welth. This
'Where Price and Quality Meet'
from Palo Alto and former C. O. and the Choir will be handled by class of fifty which began stud
P. student, will be the speaker at Grayce Kaneda.
PHONE 2-7481
ies during Christmas vacation will
Chapel on Tuesday. Dr. Kennedy
finish with the semester.
is a teacher at the Pacific school
In addition to radio code, they
of religion, ana he was a featured
are being drilled elsewhere ®
speakekr at the Asilomar con
first aid, marksmanship and other
ference. His topic is "Resources
sources needed to prepare them
for Religious Living."
for active participation in defer®
The speeial Chapel has been ar
Members of the personnel of work as ambulance drivers.
ranged by Asilomar delegates who fice force enjoyed a buffet supper
have been to the conference in at the home of Dean and Mrs.
Santa Cruz. Those students are James H. Corson on the evening
The Rexalt Store
Beulah Ong, Tom Hoshiyama, of December 14.
2002 Pacific Ave.
Pearl Steiner, Marion Sill, Steve
The guests included Dean Beu
Kornicker, Norman Clayton, Eth lah Watson, Mrs. Adelaide H.
Pacific Cooperative House is s'
yl Stark, Marlys Swenson, Daisy Jones, Miss Carolyn Regar, and
A Complete Line of
Toy, Charles Reeve, Grayce Ka- Eleanore Bertkan, Idella Note- lecting its membership f9r
neda, Tokie Inouye, Dick Peder- ware, Leslie Knoles and Elaine coming semester. There are P°
Max Factor's Cosmetics
ces for both men and women,
son, Weber Fisher, Connie Slat Brink.
some applications have been 1
er and Essey Tucker.
ceived. Blanks can be obtains
from either the house presided >
Pearl Steiner or members!®
chairman, Allan Philp.

Tri-Beta Hears
Ivan Hitt

Women fo Study
Course in Radio

JOHNNIE'S
MEAT MARKET

Chapel Program
Features Trip

Corsons Serve
Buffet Supper

ROSE PHARMACY

Let us help you
plan our party
desserts
The DELTA manufactures a large variety of Indi
vidual Molds, Pies, Cakes and Puddings. All made
with Ice Cream and Decorated for your particular
occasion.
Ask for One of Our Catalogs

PHONE 7-7095

1928 PACIFIC AVE.

Co-op Is After
New Members

Jaysee Students
Southern Wedding Dance
Is Attraction
Tomorrow
on Campus
Hear Ye! Hear Ye! Swing
Recently announced was the
marriage of Rosalee Trevorrow
and Lieutenant Delbert Wescott
which took place without advance
heralding on December 16 in San
Diego.
Ten days later Rosalee an
nounced the news to her friends
at a holiday party given at the
home of her mother, Mrs. James
Edward Trevorrow.
Lt. Westcott was a member of
Omega Phi Alpha and graduated
from Pacific in 1940. The bride
attended Pacific for two years.

and
sway to the music of Herm Sapiro's solid sending band tomorrow
night at the Freshman-Sophomore
Sport shin-dig to be held in the
Armory, opposite Stockton High
School on California Street.
Dancing begins at 9 o'clock
sharp with only one PSA card
necessary per couple. A sporting
group of class officers have put
forth to make the annual swing
low a success and it's bound to
be a gala affair, so don't be late.
It's the Frosh-Soph sport dance at
the Armory tomorrow night be
ginning at nine.

Class in Poetry
to Be Offered
English 113, Creative Wri»^
Verse, is a course to be 011 . V)
next semester by Dr. Fred Far ; '
Dean of the College of
Dr. Clair Olsen, head of the
lish department, announcedThis course will deal with
idihS
kinds of poetry and the rea in
will
of samples; the students
e^ec,
practice in writing for themse %u
„ member of ^,
Dr. aFrley, a
California Writers Club, has
some of his poetry publish
several magazines.
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Attend
MEET MISS MADDEN S.FourC. Students
A. Meet in Ohio
Roberts Has Had
Versatile,
Interesting Life

S e v e n hundred eighty-three
delegates from Student Christian
Associations in all states and
many foreign countries came to
gether at Oxford, Ohio, Decem
ber 27-January 2. The meeting
of this National Assembly is held
every four yearss. India, China,
Hawaii, the British West Indies,
and Great Britain herself had
representation at the convention.
Pacific students attending were
Jackie Judge, Eleanor Powell,
Nora Maehara, and Bill Kennedy.

nr picked Pacific because I lik^ the campus, and the students
_ all so friendly," declared RoSa Madden, transfer from HaWRoberta

is one of the two girls
ho came over in September with
HP University of Hawaii team.
The other girl, Francesca ValdastrV returned with the team, but
Roberta stayed on the mainland
t0 continue school.
H4S TRAVELED FAR
Attending different schools is
nothing new to Roberta, because
she has attended schools in Ha
waii Europe and the United
States. In 1939 she attended
school' at St. Georges in Switzer
land for a short time and would
have continued her education
there, but the then -threatening
European war cancelled her
plans. This same year war also
cut short, her plans for a tour
through the Balkans. She has al
ready traveled all over the con
tinent of North America, the Brit
ish Isles, France and Switzerland.
While in Europe Roberta experi
enced blackouts and rationing.
One month after she left the Eu
ropean continent, war broke out.
A SOPHOMORE NOW
Roberta is now 20 years old
and a sophomore in school. She
was born in Klamath Falls, Ore
gon. For the past 11 years, her
home has been in Honolulu, Ha
waii. She thinks that "Hawaii is
the best place in the world," and
although she likes it very much
at Pacific, she wants to return
to Hawaii as soon as possible. In
cidentally the outbreak of hos
tilities between Japan and the
United States has only strength
ened her determination to return
home (she is a member of the
Women's Ambulance Corps in
Honolulu.)

I

MANY ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Miss Madden is a girl of many
accomplishments. She speaks
French, Hawaiian and English.
She has modeled for a commer
cial photographer; she holds the
figure roller skating champion
ship of Hawaii and was the chair
man of the "Aloha Committee"
in the spring of 1941. For two
years she has held honorary of
fice in the R. O. T. C. in Hawaii.
She was regimental adjutant
sponsor in the high school regi
ment and held the rank of cap
tain in the U. of Hawaii R. O. T.
C- division. She likes to surf, ride
horseback and play football.
Coach Stagg should put her on his
football team because, according
to Nolle Smith of the Hawaiian
earn, she can punt 45 yards bare
footed!
SWLA MISS
In addition to enjoying the
ove talents, she can also surAnd then of course last, but

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

Gaia-Deiucchi

African and Channel

SOLIDARITY

FIRST AID CLASSES
ARE BEING GIVEN
Classes in first aid are in both^taken standard and advanced first
the beginning and finishing stages aid will begin at the City Hall.
of the work, Miss Ethel Mae Hill Several college instructors plan
said yesterday.
to enroll.
A class began Monday evening
With the exception of the in
and will meet every Monday and structor's class, all classes will
Wednesday evenings from 7:30 to be taught on the second floor of
9 for a period of 20 hours. This the gymnasium.
class is taught by Mr. C. O. AdMiss Hill stated that other
cock.
classes will be started as soon as
Another class, taught by Miss these are finished. The standard
Hill, began Tuesday evening and first aid course requires the com
will meet from 7:30 to 9 every pletion of twenty hours' work and
Tuesday and Thursday evenings. the advanced course, ten.
Two classes in first aid, begun ANYONE MAY TAKE COURSE
during tne vacation, will finish
"All those interested in first
soon, one this week and one week aid should sign up in the gymna
after next.
sium office," Miss Hill said. They
INSTRUCTORS COURSE
will be notified when the classes
Next week an instructor's are to begin. Notices of new
course for those people who have classes will also be on the bul
letin boards.
At the present time, there are
not least, she is a very talented
hula dancer. The hula dance was only two college instructors teach
originally a religious dance, but ing first aid, but Miss Hill reiter
is now done only on special occa ated that soon there will be more
sions. Roberta likes the hula be who have completed their advanc
ed work and thus there will be
cause it is so expressive.
more first aid classes.
PACIFIC SWELL
Anyone who is interested may
When questioned regarding the
students at College of Pacific and enroll.
those at University of Hawaii,
Roberta had this to say. "I think
the students here are every bit
as friendly as the students in Ha
waii. Although the campus here
(Continued from page 2)
cannot compare with that in Ha
waii as to beauty, I think it is New Year with a program of in
perfectly swell."
Roberta had many experiences terest and appeal in the regular
Prof. Allan Ba
in her trip over here with the Tuesday spot.
team, but the biggest thrill she con assisted with the prelude and
got during the entire trip was postlude, and offered a solo num
the time she rode across the top ber. Dorothy Braghetta, a mem
of Bonneville dam. This was quite ber of the A Cappella Choir, was
an honor for the visitors, because heard in the vocal solo spot.
very few people are allowed to
cross the top of the dam. Roberta
Pacific was represented in Los
says the biggest thrill the Hawai Angeles over the holidays by
ian boys got on their trip was George Hyde, Howard McCargar,
picking apples. They talked about and Bob Noble at the regional
it for days.
convention of Phi Mu Alpha, the
ART MAJOR
national fraternity honoring out
Roberta is very interested in standing achievement in music.
construction work and wants to The local chapter is active
be either an architectural design
er or fashion designer. She is ma throughout the school year in
assisting in all musical functions
joring in art.
in the college and town. This or
ganization celebrated its tenth
anniversary on December 15
with appropriate functions, and
many charter members were
present to offer congratulations.

MUSIC NOTES

Silver Hearts
for friendship

Knee-Action Slips

bracelets

f.Ust

the thing for girls.
Tailored lace trimmed.

2302 Pacific Avenue

$*•75, $1.95, $2.98

COWELL
2045 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 2 7809

SIBLEY E. BUSH

ChaSi Haas & Sons
JEWELERS
425 E. Main St.

Hobb's Battery
SMILING SHELL
SERVICE

—

The theme of the assembly
was "solidarity." That word was
drummed into the consciousness
of every delegate by the speak
ers and the seminar discussions.
Solidarity with Christian youth
throughout the world, a feeling
that we must not lose sight of
the concept of a world com
munity especially during the war
were two of the points stressed
by the convention speakers. Fav
orites of the students were the
main speakers, Drs. Gregory
Vlastos and James Meilenburg.
Dr. Vlastos is the very youth
ful and thought-provoking pro
fessor of philosophy from
Queen's College, Ontario. He
spoke in very simple and logical
language in explaining his atti
tude toward our economic and
political system. The final words
of his speech were these, "The
oppressed of the world cannot
escape over a horizon to a prom
ised land. There is no place -for
them to go. They stand alone,
and we must stand with them."

RELATIVE

Dr. Meilenburg, from the Pa
cific School of Religion, spoke of
the need of relating our modern
Christian Faith to the historical
background of Roman civiliza
tion, and the earlier environment
of the Prophets. His most com
mon phrase was the "HebrewChristian" faith, which carried
with it the connotation of histori
cal perspective.
W e d n e s d a y of Convention
week, the Assembly was ad

ICE
COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER

dressed by the Hon. Margaret
Bondfield, the only English
woman to ever become a member
of the cabinet. Her position was
Minister of Labor. At present
she is touring the United States
on behalf of the British Labor
Party. To her the breakdown of
the British class system is one
of the qualities that has made
Britain a unified nation.

WOMEN WORK

She spoke of the British
nobleman who stood in amaze
ment and awe before the courage
of a charwoman, of the heroism
of young boys who drag the
wounded from bombed buildings,
and of the British women who
step from a sleepless night in a
bomb-shelter with only this com
ment, "We can take it."
The day's program usuallystarted with a platform address,
followed by the meeting of
smaller discussion groups. Morn
ing sessions were built on the
theme of Christiaan Faith, the
afternoon sessions on "Social Re
construction." The last two days
were devoted to plenary legisla
tive sessions. Here the proposals
built in the smaller sessions were
amended, debated, and passed on.

LOBBIES

The most controversial issue of
the week was the stand of the
Christian movement on the war.
Pressure groups of minority
groups took radically opposing
views, and in their debates nearly
blocked all constructive legisla
tion. Enough of the delegates
had seen politics in action, how
ever, and thus were able to block
the action of these minority pres
sure groups.
The work set before the con
vention was to establish a na
tional policy to be followed by
the S. C. A. Movement for the
next four years. The proposals
on definite action in the eco
nomic, social, and religious fields
adequately set a goal toward
which Christian youth can strive
together for a better nation and
a better world.

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.
INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California

SAND

Office:
890 S. California

ROCK
GRAVEL

HEADQUARTERS
FOR REFRESHMENTS
ON THE CAMPUS

THE CUB HOUSE
Operated by
—Associated Women's Students
—Employing Student Help
HWhere

You Meet Everybody

Dial
2-0229

Grant
at Weber

PLUMBING SERVICE
WITH A SMILE
MILLER-HAYS CO.
Serving College of Pacific
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Remember Pearl Harbo*

Ex-Students
Train for
Naval Flight

THEY'LL REMEMBER HAWAII

IN THE
SERVICE
The war has taken its toll 0f
eligible men from the campus,
month ago it was easy to com.
pute the number of men draftee
but today, the task is far easbj
if the number of men left in %
school is taken.

Vieira, Ward, Parker
Fly at Texas Base
Edward Parker, a Pacific stu
dent during 1934-'36, will be
among those aviation cadets to
receive their rank of ehsign in
the Naval Reserve the middle of
January.
VIEIRA, WARD

Other cadets at the Navy's
"university of the air" at Corpus
Christi, Texas, include former
students Doug Vieira and Leon
ard Ward. Vieira played quar
terback on the football squad for
several years and obtained a de
gree in physical education.
Ward figured in Jaysee ath
letics. Vieira had C. A. A. flight
training previous to his enlist
ment. Parker had had no experi
ence prior to the Navy course;
he has since specialized in flying
huge patrol planes.
AIR UNIVERSITY

This Naval air station is re
putedly the largest of its type in
the world. Sprawled over 14,000
acres of Gulf coastland, the fifty
million-dollar field teaches pri
mary and advanced flying to 2,200
cadets in a seven-month training
program.
George Tomasini, former Paci
fic track ace and holder of rec
ords in three distance runs, is
at present an instructor there.

Coast Guard
Examination
Is May 13

ARMY TAKES MANY

Among those missed from the
maze of familiar faces on the
campus are the following; Eric
Jacobsen, former football player
is in the army, due to the draft'
his station is not known as yet'
Sandy Treasize has enlisted in the
Marines at San Diego. The Naval
Reserve has claimed Harry Har.
vey and Clare Slaughter.
Student prexy, Bob Monagan,
Fast becoming the determining factor in all land and sea battles the airplane and Vernon Warkentin plan to be!
come Naval officers when they
is not being overlooked in this country. Recent graduate® of
Arizona, are these former students of
™d have completed this semester.
Called for reclassification were
air corns. Left to right
they are JACK TULLOCH, JOHN SINGLETON ana
Willy Boyarsky, Clint Ward, Ga
.T. R. GOODRUM. Tulloch is now an instructor at Lerdo Field in Bakersfield.
vin Mandery, Bob Thomas, Bill
Hansen and Johnny Camica. The
government forces are going to
receive a well-coached football
team—maybe to meet the Japs
in combat later on!
Jack Frishholz and Max Goebel are buddies at Scott Field,
Illinois; they are taking radio
training. A1 Irwin is leaving for
Navy training early in February,
Early Sign-Ups Urged
He is to be under Gene Tunney
Survey Shows Majority Favor
as physical education instructor.
for Next Semester

War Influences
Student Opinion

C.P.T. Program
Is Completed
in Nevada

Bombing of Japanese Cities

War conditions have forced lo
cal college trainees under the Ci
By JOE BELDEN, Editor
vilian Pilot Training program to
Student Opinion Surveys of America
complete their flight instruction
AUSTIN, Texas, January 8—The great majority of in Carson City, Nevada, at 20 be
American college students is ready for the U. S. air low zero.

force to bomb Japanese cities, the latest national poll CIVILIANS GROUNDED
of student opinion reveals.
The removal of training facili
Much was said, before World War II earnestly got ties from the Stockton area was
0
underway, about the advantages
due to the ban upon all civilian
flying within 150 miles of the
The United States Coast Guard and disadvantages of dropping ex

has announced the 1942 competi
tive examination for the appoint
ment of cadets to the Coast Guard
Academy to be held May 13, 1942.
In connection with this, Lieuten
ant Dudley of the Coast Guard
will be on the campus Monday,
January 19, to show pictures.
Information sent _J Dean Cor
son states that the examination
is open to men between the ages
of seventeen and twenty-one with
the mental requirements, in gen
eral, similar, to those necessary
for admission to engineering col
leges.
Men interested in gaining a
commission in the Coast Guard as
an ensign may get further infor
mation from Lieut. Dudley or by
writing the Commandant, U. S.
Coast Guard, Washington, D. C.

plosives over civilian population
centers, but events of recent
months and weeks have shown
that the bombing of cities has
become an integral part of mod
ern war strategy.
JAPS ACTIVATE

A few days before the Japan
ese bombed Manila after it had
been declared an open city, Stud
ent Opinion Surveys completed a
poll in which more than nine out
of every ten students interviewed
favored retaliation. No doubt feel
ing has flared still higher since
the attack on the Philippine capi
tal.
Of those who answered in the
affirmative, it is important to
point out, a little less than half
specified that although they were
in favor of bombing Nipponese
urban centers, our fliers should
California business activity has make it a point to strike at mili
expended uninterruptedly month tary objectives only. This is how
by month since August, 1940.
opinion divides:
BOMB CITIES

5IE
RRR
THE ATRE CO
MAIN AT
CAiJFORNiA.

NOW PLAYING

ladles In Retirement9
IDA LUPINO
LOUIS IIAYWARD

coast—air lines excepted.
The Nevada location, however,
is merely temporary. The perma
nent position of the flying school
will be determined later.
In regard to next semester onlyone factor is certain—there defi
nitely will be a C. P. T. program.
This program will begin on or
about February 1.

"Do you approve or disapprove
of the U. S. air force bomb
ing Japanese cities?"
Approve
63%
Approve, but military objec
tives only
29 %
Disapprove
6%
Undecided
2%
The problems involved in sing
ling out military objectives, of
the geographical difficulties of
attacking the Japanese Islands
from the air, are, of course, not
taken up in this survey. All that

OUTLOOK GOOD

BOB B

and
TOMORROW

SUNDAY

H* H. PttHtam, Esq.

"SERGEANT YORK"

ROoy Harris, William Tracy,

with

with

Marjorie Reynold plus

ROBERT YOUNG

GARY COOPER

and

JOAN LESLIE

HEDY LA MARK

WALTER BRENNAN

LATEST NEWS FLASHES

of conditions, students are i
sured they will be permitted to
change to other college courses in
the event ground school is re
moved from the campus curric
ulum.

VALLEY
FLORAL CO.
'DISTINCTIVE
CORSAGES"

Early sign ups have been large;
students interested in taking ad
vantage of pilot instruction are
109 N Sutter
urged to register soon. Training
Phone 4-4613
is reflected is the general attitude quotas may be raised, but at pres
of college . students, many of ent things are uncertain. In view
whom, since the army and navy
air corps prefer college-trained
men, are the potential pilots who
will participate in the raids al
MEET THE GANG
ready promised the Japanese.
It is of interest to note a
-AT—
slight but significant difference
of opinion among college youth in
the eastern and western parts of
the country. Perhaps it is the pro
pinquity of the Pacific conflict to
westerners and realization of
FOUNTAIN . . . CURB SERVICE
their own danger from the sky
ON EL DORADO
that makes more of them say,
'Bomb Jap cities, but not indiscri
minately — only military objec
tives."
East West
Approve of bombing
56%
cities
65%
Military objectives
35%
only
27 %
6%
Disapprove
6%
s e r v i c •
3%
Undecided ........ 2%
P E R S O N A L I Z E D

EVELYN KEYES

Tittle the Toiler'

This column, a regular fea
ture of the WEEKLY, tvill print
new stories of the host of exstudents now serving their
country. The editors will Ap
preciate recept of informaton of
this type.

I N N

Fine Furniture
Assured Quality
Personalized Service

417-2! E. Weber

Dial 9-9038
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FAST GUARDS

TALL FORWARDS TIGC?

Tracks
By JACK TOOMAY

The Greatest Miler—

Above are Coach Ralph Francis' veteran pivot men,
BOB HENNING and BOB NIKKEL, who will start
against Stanford tonight.

VARSITY WINS, LOSES
The College of Pacific basketball team spent a dull
week after Christmas.
They took three overtime
periods to beat a far outclassed Auburn PSEA team
•35-39, and because of their over
confidence and underconditioning
were defeated on Tuesday night
James Lyons
by the Stockton Flyers in a fast
hard contest 45-30.
Suspended
Both games were close to the
very end. In the first case the Tig
From Library
In accordance with the Student ers could get ahead only in the
Affairs Committee's policy of waning seconds of the third over
cracking down on noisy offend time period. In the second case
ers in the library—Claude Hogan the Flyers' fine conditioning gave
announced today that James Ly them ten points in the last min
ons has had his library privileges ute of the game.
The Tigers' season swings
suspended for the past week.
All students who persist in talk into full steam this week-end
ing in the library will be given when they meet Stanford.
one warning. After that their
names will be turned into the
Committee, and their privileges War Causes Radio
suspended.

Station Cancel

C. C. C. to Serve

Twenty-five thousand C. C. C.
enrollees have been made avail
able for national defense duties—
constructing, maintaining and re
pairing military facilities.

Rainbow Donut Shop
Under New Management

Because of governmental order
number 87, which reads in part,
". . . no person shall engage in
any amateur radio operation in
the continental United States, its
territories and possessions . .
the amateur radio station —
W6TXT—operated by College stu
dents, is off the air for the dura
tion.

On Pacific Avenue
ON THOSE COLD NIGHTS
TRY OUR

CHIU BEANS
10c a Bowl

Prizes
Four hundred twenty-five dol
lars in cash prizes is being offer
ed in an amateur photography
contest being sponsored by the
Harlequin Corporation, makers of
Harlequin eyeglass frames.

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction
rfc*«

MMT

M« Fint National Bank
Stockton, Calif.

Stockton's Largest Stock of

SKIS, BINDINGS, POLES,, SHOES,
CLOTHING, ETC.

SKI EQUIPMENT RENTED

HOLLAND S. JOHNSON
312 East Weber Avenue

That Pacific ever was going to
have dissolved into thin air and
mist during Christmas week, be
came a dream that never came
true. Shadowing the big dream
was a littler dream about the
second best miler that Pacific was
going to have.
But the littler dream just kept
on shadowing the bigger dream
until they both ran into an im
mense shadow—the United States
Marines.
We speak of the Miller myth
and the Lowry legend . . .
Two years ago Miller was the
best Junior College miler in the
nation. Last year he was inelig
ible. This year he was ready for
the greatest season in his career.
Last year Lowry was the best
Junior College miler in the state;
this year he was just a shade be
hind Miller in every workout.
They said that they were doing
this so that in other years other
runners could come to this school
and go after other records. Whe
ther they actually believe that or
not has no bearing; the import
ant thing is that it is true.
Lowry had sort of a hard time
with the physical because he was
completely lacking in any sort of
chest expansion. The medico who
examined him was amazed that
Lowry could even walk on the en
ergy he could derive from the
meagre supply of oxygen he was
getting.
The medico would not believe
that Lowry could run.
It is a problem for physicists.
Obviously, Lowry does not run on
oxygen at all. It is probably a
lopsided situation among the
molecular orbits of his anatomy.
He runs like the wind on pure
atomical inertia.
Nice man for the Marines; a
bullet through the lungs couldn't
phase him . . .
The medico smiled and said he
guessed he would pass him.

The Long Warm-up—
In San Francisco papers this
week appeared quotations like-,
the following: Stanford's Cards
will hardly get a good warmup on Friday night against the
College of Pacific hoopsters:
The Indians, after breezing
through a cinch game with Col
lege of Pacific, will: College of
Pacific, as usual, just can't frtay
basketball; Pacific is easier for
the Indians than the Frosh sec
ond string.
In the bubbling minds of Col
lege of Pacific basketball play
ers this week were blood-red
anger and dark promises—ho
micidal Hallucinations.
The Tigers are better today
than any other Tigers ever were
in the history of the college. Sure,
the Cards will win.
But they'll get up a good sweat.

Starting in the back court against the Cardinals to
night will be JOE JOHNS and CLARE SLAUGHTER,
veteran standouts.

CINDER SKED FORMED
Coach Jackson of the Stockton J. C. and Pacific
track squads announced last Wednesday- that the train
ing point for track men has earnestly gotten under way
and that regular practice would^be held each and every day the
weather permits.
CINDEFESTS
While we get warmed up here
we find a tentative schedule for
College and Junior College track
competition. C. O. P. will engage
the Cubs in an intramural fest
March 5 and 6 with purpose be
ing to discover material. March
13 finds a triangular meet bring
ing in Modesto J. C. plus the pre
vious two squads.
Real competition begins with
the Long Beach Relays to be
held on March 21. This meet in
cidentally will be the longest
trip of the year for both squads
and the Pacific, J. C. boys ought
to be in fine condition for this
big opener. C. O. P. will also
meet Chico State, the Cal Ag
gies, S. F. State and Far Wes
tern Conference competition
ending their season with the
West Coast Relays to be held at
Fresno.
JAYSEES
Coach (Stonewall) Jackson's
Cubs meet such J. C. threats as
Placer and San Francisco during
their season as well as entering
the N. C. J. C. conference meet
at Santa Rosa, the N. C. J. C. Re
lays at Modesto and the West
Coast Relays at Fresno. Ending
the season fo rthe Cubs will be
the grand National J. C. Meet at
Visalia May 29 and 30. These
meets are subject to change.

If Only . . .
They could dig up enough
sheckels to get the Tiger cagers
new uniforms and have enough
left over to get the Cubs new
uniforms and have enough left
over after that to do something
for the band.
They had enough sense to pub
licize hoop contests strenuously
so that people would come to the
games so that the town might
turn out in such quantities as to
-make it necessary to adjourn to
the Civic Auditorium.
There were more guys like
Ralph Wright who is giving five
speeches this week to town clubs
in an attempt to get a new swim
ming pool . . .
He gets it put over.
Stanford wasn't so tall and such
good guards and such good shots
and so classy.
The gym wasn't as cold as a
Polar Palace.
Everybody didn't want to know
if you had a good Christmas or
not . . .

Murals Get
Ping-Pong
Started

Yes, sir! Believe it or not the
intramural competition of which
Archania is still leading with 159
points has turned its fast and fu
rious skills to that of ping-pong.
A three-man team will represent
each competition each playing his
singles match. One point is award
ed a win for the champ of his
match and two tables are avail
able for four team games an af
ternoon in the gym.
Competition will begin Monday
following the posting of the pingpong schedule. As was previously
stated Archania heads the list of
intramural high scorers with 159
points. Omega Phi totals 141, Ma
nor 121, Dorm 73, Rhizomia 52,
East Town 19, and West Town 52.
The winter season marks a lull
in Intramural activity due to in
clement weather conditions.

Radio Group
Meets Tonight
The third meeting of the new
radio fraternity, Alpha Epsilon
Omieron, will be held today.
A new vice-president will be
elected since Harriet Budin, for
mer vice-president, was married
during the Christmas holidays.
The meeting will be called to
order by President Marge Lee.
After the short business meet
ing making plans for the coming
year, the group will adjourn to
discuss the radio of today.
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT

Pastry and Delicatessen
|For
the Bent It'i Oral's Flea,
Cake*, Pastries and ReartjCooked Foods

1910 Pacific Ave.
I Open

Evening:*

and

Sundays

BOB'S
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
2008 PACIFIC AVE.

Glad to See Everyone Back Again

Now Start the New Year Right
"Lets Meet at Tkor's"
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TIGER CUBS
IN
TOURNEY

IRON-HORSE"

Tiger Casabans Go
Against Cardinals

Glendale Game Was
Thursday Night

Stanford Team Has
Fabulous Record

Tiger
Cub casabans
opened
*-*
. . .
their third year in the Modest,,
Junior College invitational baskn
ball tournament last night aft,',
this publication was on the pres.
ses. They played Glendale jayS(.,
in the first round of the big t!ir^
day event.
IF, IF, IF

Tiger Hoopsters, jolted into fighting fettle by their
unexpected Tuesday night defeat at the hands of Stock
ton field cadets, take a big-time bow tonight against
Stanford in Palo Alto.
,
,
Stanford's Indians are expected to have the south
ern division of the Pacific Coasto
Conference all to themselves this
season; to date the calibre of
their playing has increased by
leaps and bounds as they rolled
over team after team.

MENTOR

INDIANS GOOD
The game tonight between the
Cards and College of Pacific has
been carded as good practice for
the Stanfords in getting ready
for a tough game Saturday night;
a downright estimate of individu
al-ability ratio seems to warrant
such a belief.

No data was available on the
Glendale team; therefore, selec.
tions can be only haphazard,
arbitrary. If the Cubs won, the
following interesting things aboui
the game are true:
It is the first time that the
Cubs have been placed with a
first-round contest against a tea®
'Iron-Horse" JOHNNY CAMICIA, basketball guard, that is not seeded to rank high
mugs for the benefit (? of the camera-man and readers. in the finr standings.

Dr. C. Patton
Takes New
Defense Job

The game will feature the de
but in intercollegiate competi
tion of Jimmy Pollard famous
East Bay high school perpetual
motion scoring machine. Pollard
has been ineligible for sometime
because of shaky academic
standing.
HEIGHT, HEIGHT
Besides the six-foot five-inchsensation Coach Everett Dean of
Stanford will probably start Voss
at center, Burness as Pollard's
running mate at left forward, and
Dallmey and Cowden as guards.
The combination averages sixfeet four
Burness, 6-2, is the
smallest man in the starting five

Coach Ralph Francis has
nourished his hot and cold Tig
ers carefully the past several
days, trying to get them ready
for their toughest game. Dis
sensions have been laboriously
ironed out and offensive execu
tions brought to mechanical pre
cision.
STARTERS
Francis intends that the Cards
will be surprised at the tenacity
and general team ability of the
down-trodden Tigers; onlookers
however, refusing to share his
optimism, predict a slaughter.

The usual starters, Monagan,
Rogers, Nikkei, Slaughter and
Johns, will probably begin the
contest in Palo Alto tonight.

I

Dartmouth Ski Boots
Eskimo Calf. Heavy
stitched sole. Heavy
reinforcement with
steel shank. Hard
box toe.

150
Pr.
JOHNSON ICE SKATES
Frick and Frack Mode7 Shoes of
Soft Elk Leather. Closed Toe.
Sheepskin Lined
$9-95

(

Saint Mary's
Is Next
for Tigers
The Pacific basketballers will
get a little rest after going
through the Stanford mill, must
engage a tough, steadily-unprov
ed St. Mary's College quintet on
Tuesday night. The game will be
played in Kezar pavilion, is the
first game on a double bill fea
turing the University yof San
Francisco and San Jose as well.
FAVORTES
St. Marys, regardless of the out
come at Palo Alto tonight, will
still be installed as favorites be
cause of their stock-raising de
feat of California early this week.
An upset of the Gaels by Pa
cific looms as far more plaus
ible than in any other year in
College history. For the Tigers
boast the best assemblage of in
dividual talent ever to grace the
school, and they will take on an
over-confident and coasting Gael
quintet.

SKI POLES
SKI RACKS
TOBOGGANS
TOBOGGAN
CUSHIONS
SKID CHAINS

OTHEB MODELS
HBOM

Here is RALPH FRAN
CIS who leads his band of
underdog but talented Tig
ers into the toughest sea
son they have ever had.
There are games with St.
Mary's, Santa Clara and
USF, besides tonight's con
test with Stanford.

AN G&G
*

OPEN TILL. 2 A. M.
Every Bay Including
Sundays and Holidays

)

LINEUPS? NO
The Gaels' squad is still in a
highly yliquid state, so much so
that a starting lineup is inacces
sible at this time. Ralph Francis
plans to start the same team as
he has used since the beginning
of the season whenever possible.
The St. Mary's game is merely
the beginning of the heaviest bas
ketball week of teh year which
also includes two week-end games
with powerful, win-mad Univer
sity of San Francisco.

Because of the war, Dr. C. G.
Patton, physics chairman of the
Stockton Junior College, has been
called to work in the research la
boratories at the University of
California. Although working on
the campus, Dr. Patton will not
be affiliated with the university
in any way.
Dr. Patton will work for the
National Physics Department, do
ing defense work This depart
ment is responsible for the in
vention and perfection of import
ant Instruments for submarine
sound detection and listening
posts.
Dr. Patton's classes are being
taken over temporarily by other
members of the Science Depart
ment. This department will select
someone to fill Dr. Patton's place

MYTH-END
Bob Lowry and Wes Miller,
the best pair of milers ever to
hit this college, simultaneously
or separately, became nothing
but a wispy dream this week.
Track Coach Earl Jackson
sadly, but stoically watched his
hopes of the greatest track team
of his life dissolve into nothing
ness.
Lowry and Miller went and
joined the United States Ma
rines.
They will make good soldiers.
They are ready to fight.
They stated that they were
going away so that in other
years there would be runners
running for the college.
Thas is an immense ideal.
Miller was the fest freshman
miler in the nation two years
ago; Lowry was the best Jaysee
miler in the state last year.

Notice has been received that
many former students now in Ar
my camps are not receiving their
copies of the WEEKLY.
The paper is still being sent
those on the mailing list. Evident
ly the post exchanges of the vari
ous camps are not distributing it.
A request each week by the draf
tee should alleviate this trouble.

It is the first time in the three
years that the Cubs have ever
gained a victory in any game ia
this tournament.
Today they meet the victor be
tween Santa Rosa Jaysee and
Compton.
Neither of these teams is con
sidered strong.
A victory over either Saute
Rosa or Compton would
Stockton in the semi-finals.

BEST EVER

The
jaysees
have _
strength, both first-line and re
serve, than any other Stockton
team in history.
Coach Chris Kjeldsen started
Law and Goldman at forwards,
Netzer at center, and Smythe and
Mitchell at guards.
It was the lirst Junior College
game of the season for Stockton

Street Cars Go;
Ditto Shelter
No more street cars we ride,
No more tortures abide,
Of hard seats and other
complaints.
No rheumatics we feel,
From seats of cold steel.
And that used to drive me
insane.
But there's a doubt in my mind,
For in Stockton I find,
It rains every winter,
But Plenty!
Now forgive me for Squawk
ing,
I'm just simply talking,
And I hope I am causing no
pain.
There used to be shelter,
You could let the rain pelter,
Down on to the roof of the
shanty.
But now if you please,
In anticipation I sneeze,
We will wait for the bus in
the rain.

Which White Shirt Would You Pick?
Trnmn Ravs-

I rump b a y s .

Dnnhlpr Sav<u
UOlllJier
bays.
ON PACIFIC AVENUE—

LINDBERG'S
TUXEDO BARBER SHOP
For Satisfying Haircuts

Hull Qovcnun oayo.

Unon Oil Products

Pacific a n d Castle
P h o n e 2-9010
"STOP-WEAR"
LUBRICATION

ing

soft

I Have the longest_wear
of any shirt. I cos
^

collar

pick me- A buttoned"uP rc2"la,r
one

minute

^t
and a open-necked c
spor

shirt the next

u/p C o w .

Bill Lunt

Choose me.

just

we bay.

Draftees—Ask
for Papers

The first year the Cubs were
shaded by a third-place ranking
Salinas team; the second year,
by semi-finalists, Los Angeles
City College.

s

?"•

Take me,
I'm one of the most
popular shirts in America alid„i<
cost only
v*5'
Pick all three! They're all Arrows,
SanforiZed Shrunk, fabric shrink
age less than 1%. And you n
them all in a well-rounded wai"
robe! See them here today—and se
if you can resist taking them hom

all

Bravo & McKeegafl
•

313-317 EAST MAIN STREET

